
MINISTRY LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

October 16, 2018 
6:30 p.m. 

 
Salem United - The MLC, Missions and Deacons met for prayer, a devotion by Katie Baumann 
and general Salem Ministry updates.  The Boards then went on to their own individual meetings. 
 
MLC Meeting started at 7 p.m. 
 
Attending:  John Galloway, Matt Noel, Daniel Reynafarje, Ann Roberts, Darren Kelso, and  
Eric Meyer.  Absent:  Pastor Frick and Jimmy Stephens 
 
Advisor:  Craig Olson 
 
Review and approval of MLC Minutes - Chair moved to approve the minutes from the 9/18/18 
MLC meeting.  Daniel second.  All in favor 5, opposed 0, 1 abstention.  Motion passed. 
 
Treasurer’s First Quarter Financial Report - Daniel Reynafarje 
 
Church - Contributions were higher than the previous year and we are going in the right 
direction.  However, overall expenses give us a negative cash flow.  
 
School - Revenues are down $50K from last year.  Expenses are consistent, but it still gives us 
a negative cash flow.  
 
Church:  Actual vs. Budget - Actual contributions for the first quarter are lower than the 
anticipated results as reflected on the budget.  Overall expenses stayed where we planned. 
Salaries/wages lower than expected due to DCE intern starting later. 
 
School:  Actual vs. Budget - Revenue down.  Overall expenses are where we want them to be 
and remain pretty consistent.  Average tuition income came in lower than budgeted.  This is due 
in part to staff discounts and a 30% discount given to other church workers.  Enrollment was 
budgeted to be flat over the year, however we do pickup some children throughout the year.  
 
Anti-Bullying Policy - Craig met with the BOE regarding putting an Anti-Bullying Policy in 
place.  What we have is not clear enough.  Craig and Julie Beckman have re-worked the policy 
and it will become part of the Parent Handbook.  They are also making small changes to various 
parts of the Parent Handbook to bring it current, adjusting table of contents, etc.  The MLC 
reviewed the revised policy and approved adding it to the Parent Handbook.  Craig will 
communicate this to the BOE. 
 
 



 
 
Admissions/Marketing Position 
 
The BOE has requested permission to begin a search for a dedicated Admissions/Marketing 
position.  The goal would be to have the person in place by 1/1/19 so that they would be 
involved in the recruitment cycle for the 2019-2020 school year.  We will let the BOE know that 
we have something in the budget for this position and give them the job description we currently 
have on file.  They can amend it if necessary.  After discussion, the MLC approved the request. 
Craig will notify the the BOE of the MLC’s approval to start the search for this position.  Jim and 
Craig will also help with the process.  
 
Business Manager Report - Craig Olson 
 
Facilities Management - Jim and Craig have discussed Jim taking the lead on managing Paul, 
with Craig still being involved.  However, the landscaping portion is up in the air.  Some parts of 
the landscaping/maintenance need to be self managed.  The rest can be taken care of by the 
current landscape company.  Possibly we need a part time person to manage the facilities? 
The budget a bit of a hurdle, but not insurmountable.  
 
Donna has agreed to continue to be the interface with PTL.   She will do their budget and 
manage PTL projects and will also continue to do some accounting work.  Alisha will pick up the 
rest of the things that Donna has been doing that are accounting related. 
 
Craig is trying to form a Board of Property.  He is currently recruiting members.  This board 
would oversee repairs etc. that need to be done on the church/school campus. 
 
Principal Evaluation Structure  
 
The evaluation structure we currently have doesn’t work.  Currently, the MLC is tasked with 
reviewing the Principal.  However, the MLC doesn’t interact enough with that position to 
evaluate the performance.  We need to come up with some sort of evaluation process that 
works and is fair.  What are the respective roles of the Pastor, MLC, BOE and Business 
Manager as it relates to the Principal?  The Principal answers to the Pastor from a ministry 
standpoint and interacts with the BOE for visions, values, policies and day to day support in 
providing a good environment to students.   Additionally, the Principal interacts with the 
Business Manager for budgets and facility needs.  The MLC interacts with the Principal least of 
all.  We need to come up with a better reporting structure.   One possibility is to have the BOE 
and the Business Manager provide input on the Principal’s performance to the Pastor who 
writes the review.  The Principal would be a direct report to the Pastor.  The review should 
include measurable objectives, which we now need to create.  
 



Matt, John and Craig to form a small committee to create these measurable objectives.  Matt to 
head up this committee.  It will also include the Pastor.  Need to recruit other voices for the 
committee.  Possibly include some people from the Principal Call Committee.  
 
Unfinished Business 
 
Conflicts of Interest - Tabled 
 
Closing Prayer 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:35 p.m. 
 
 
 


